The Davis Botanical Society Presents

How I Spent my Field Season
(with pizza)

Davis Botanical Society Student Grant Recipients Present their Field Research

Thursday November 16th 2017, 6:00-7:00 p.m (pizza at 5:45).
1022 Life Sciences Addition
(corner of Hutchison and Kleiber Hall Drives)
University of California, Davis

Brian Smithers
(Ecology Graduate Group)
Fire disturbance-mediated effects on species range shifts and on plant understory diversity in Great Basin sub-alpine forests

Marina LaForgia
(Ecology Graduate Group)
The indirect effects of invasive grasses on native forb persistence under a changing climate

Ross Brennan
(Ecology Graduate Group)
Geography and soil type regulate species diversity, plant-pollinator interaction networks, and pollination in California serpentine plant communities

To encourage students and others to attend these wonderful talks, the Davis Botanical Society will be providing pizza before and during the talks. Stay and enjoy good company and our fine refreshments after the talk. For those of you coming from off-campus, parking at UC Davis is available for $9.00 in the parking garage along Hutchison Drive. For more information, please call Jean Shepard/Teri Barry at the UC Davis Center for Plant Diversity, 530 752 1091.